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I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural networks can resolve problems in lots of applications of assorted areas such as medicine engineering, medical and so on. This paper investigates the impact of training iterations of ANN using Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) algorithm. In this research single-hiddenlayer feedforward neural networks architecture is used for two non linear applications [1] - [3] . The two applications that are used in this research paper are the XOR problem and the Digit Recognition.
Parallel stream of information among neurons and layers formulates ANN more gorgeous and practical for real life applications [1] , [2] , [4] . ANN can fabricate numerous outputs in parallel behavior as fashioned in these paper applications. The fundamental rationale of the ANN is the intelligent computing like human aptitude. ANN uses neurons or nodes for the application dispensation. In ANN layers are used to carry information from input to output to converge the application. Layer is actually a collection of neurons. Neurons in reality stores the existing knowledge gained from the network [3] . BPNN is a non linear, supervised learning algorithm. BPNN uses multilayer architecture [5] , [6] . Multilayer architecture has one input layer, one output layer and one or more hidden layer(s). Some of the important parameters that ANN uses to solve applications could be learning rate, number of training iterations, number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer, type of architecture used, accuracy of the target results [3] , [7] , [8] . Learning in fact acts to administrate the process of varying parameters used in ANN model [3] , [9] . The most important thing in the ANN models is the adjustment of the weights [1] , [10] , [11] . The number of training iterations in weight adjusting is a core parameter.
The residue of the paper is structured as follows: in Section II, literature survey is discussed. Section III depicts proposed architecture. Section IV explains training and testing while section V presents simulation results of experiments correlated to XOR problem and digit recognition. In Section VI, conclusion of the paper is presented.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Training of the ANN for any application is most important to consider [3] , [12] . It engages a lot of the exclusive features that are quite different from the common practices of ANN. Training iterations has been used habitually in ANN but not analyzed for any application. In this research impact of Training Iterations on ANN Applications using BPNN is analyzed. In Backpropagation neural network, the training iterations parameter can have a considerable effect on generalization accuracy [9] , [13] , [14] . The selection of small or large number of training iterations affects the generalization accuracy and training the neural network architecture directly [1] , [3] .
Huynh [1] uses Singular Value Decomposition on single Hidden Layer Feedforward Neural Networks is used and compared with BP algorithm and some other algorithms and its results are proved to be better. The activation function that is used in this paper is tangent sigmoid function.
Yanling [13] discusses the network structures and methods of single-layer Perceptron and multi-layer Perceptron. XOR is a non linear problem that cannot be solved by single-layer Perceptron. The analysis presented in the paper proposes to be many solutions of the XOR problem. The solution of the XOR problem is designed by the multi-layer Perceptron.
Yan [10] describes that classical algorithms have some problems like premature limitation and low level convergence.
Considering XOR problem Ma [15] has discussed RBF and fuzzy output functions using multi-layered artificial neural networks. The function approximation and the XOR problem are compared with various models that differ in the number of trained output functions. The results that are given in the paper suggests that RBF and fuzzy output models are quicker in learning time than the conventional.
Wei [16] has used new ENN (evolutionary neural network) that uses three layer feed forward artificial neural network can approximate with precision by mapping from input space to output space. The architecture of the artificial neural network should be as simple as possible to improve
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Cousineau [17] has used XOR problem when the noise and redundancy exists. Perceptron and race networks are compared. By the addition of the redundant inputs the uncertainty could be manipulated by within channel by adding noise and between channels by adding redundant inputs. Redundancy must be low for the Perceptron model if noise is high, otherwise Perceptron model does not learns.
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE, TRAINING AND TESTING
The proposed architecture for analysis used in this paper has 3 layers. The three layers are Input layer, output layer and hidden layer. The numbers of input neurons for XOR problem are 2, number of output neurons for XOR problem is 1 and the number of hidden neurons for XOR problem contains 4,6,8,10,12 and 15 neurons. Similarly the number of input neurons for digit recognition are 100, number of output neurons for digit recognition are 10 and the number of hidden neurons for digit recognition contains 6,8,10,12 and 15 neurons. The activation function used in both the applications is sigmoid function at all the layers. Sigmoid function is selected because this function is continuous and differentiable, and so less chance of local minima problem.
The XOR problem used is the simple problem of computing. And digit recognition problem uses digits that are written in the form of matrix of size 10x10. The data sets for XOR problem are 4. The library containing 1500 different handwritten data sets is prepared written by different peoples. The library is prepared by the process of preprocessing on the digits written on paper in matrix form of 10x10. The library has data in the binary form where binary 1 shows the presence of data and 0 otherwise. Out of 1500 data sets, 1000 are training input data sets, 200 are the validation data sets and 300 are the testing data sets. 
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The simulation results are shown in the form of tables and graphs. The two applications used in this paper are XOR and digit recognition. The parameters that are used in the simulation results are the learning rate, number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer, accuracy of results and number of training iteration. The impact of the training iterations then is analyzed from the simulation results. The simulation results are obtained using the BPNN algorithm.
A. XOR Problem Application
The results of Table I are obtained using simple BPNN algorithm. The accuracy of results is maintained to 98% to get these simulation results of training iterations. The explanation and analysis of the simulation results is described as. Table I and table III show the number of  training iterations for XOR problem and digit recognition  application. The table II and table IV show the  corresponding accuracy of results of Table I and Table III respectively. The Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the impact of training iterations against learning rate for different number of hidden neurons. It is important to note that the number of training iterations are noted by hit and trial method that is number of training iterations are noted based on the accuracy of results as shown in results. Table II V. CONCLUSION This paper concludes that training iterations have great impact on the accuracy of results for XOR problem and digit recognition application of ANN using BPNN. Different parameters like learning rate, number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer, accuracy of results are used to analyze the number of training iterations impact on two ANN applications in this paper. It was observed that the behaviour of BPNN for XOR problem and digit recognition application, as we decrease the learning rate the learning rate required to be increase and also as we decrease the number of training iterations number of hidden neurons required to be increased. So it can be concluded that number of training iterations has impact on ANN applications using the BPNN algorithm. The future work of this paper could be to find the relationship in mathematical form between number of training iteration, learning rate and number of hidden neurons in the hidden layer to improve the BPNN algorithm performance. 
